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a b s t r a c t

A new and convenient method, named ARTSY-J, is introduced that permits extraction of the 3JHNHa

couplings in proteins from the relative intensities in a pair of 15N–1H TROSY-HSQC spectra. The pulse
scheme includes 3JHNHa dephasing of the narrower TROSY 1HN–{15N} doublet component during a delay,
integrated into the regular two-dimensional TROSY-HSQC pulse scheme, and compares the obtained
intensity with a reference spectrum where 3JHNHa dephasing is suppressed. The effect of passive 1Ha spin
flips downscales the apparent 3JHNHa coupling by a uniform factor that depends approximately linearly on
both the duration of the 3JHNHa dephasing delay and the 1H–1H cross relaxation rate. Using such a correc-
tion factor, which accounts for the effects of both inhomogeneity of the radiofrequency field and 1Ha spin
flips, agreement between prior and newly measured values for the small model protein GB3 is better than
0.3 Hz. Measurement for the HIV-1 protease homodimer (22 kDa) yields 3JHNHa values that agree to better
than 0.7 Hz with predictions made on the basis of a previously parameterized Karplus equation. Although
for Gly residues the two individual 3JHNHa couplings cannot be extracted from a single set of ARTSY-J
spectra, the measurement provides valuable / angle information.

Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction

3JHNHa couplings in peptides and proteins are particularly useful
parameters for defining the corresponding backbone torsion
angles, / [1,2]. When comparing experimental 3JHNHa couplings
with values obtained from optimized Karplus equations and
X-ray derived / angles, a pairwise root-mean-square difference
(rmsd) could be obtained that typically was at least 0.8 Hz [2–4].
Subsequent work has shown that up to twofold better agreement
can be obtained when using NMR or X-ray structures that have
been refined with residual dipolar couplings (RDCs). These refined
structures no longer require the simplifying assumption that the
hydrogens are located in idealized geometric positions [5–7].

A myriad of different experimental methods has been described
in the literature for measurement of 3JHNHa couplings. Considering
that the one-dimensional (1D) NMR spectrum of a protein is usu-
ally insufficiently resolved for measuring these couplings directly,
these methods mostly relied on 2D or 3D NMR spectroscopy.
Broadly speaking, the methods can be distinguished in those that
obtain the 3JHNHa couplings from either the difference in frequency
of the 2D or 3D multiplet components, or from so-called
quantitative-Jmeasurements, where the coupling value is obtained
from the relative intensity of resonances. Examples of the first
group include addition and subtraction of in-phase and anti-
phase 1HN–{1Ha} doublets in NOESY and COSY spectra [3], E.COSY
measurements [8–10], J-resolved methods [11–13], multiple quan-
tum methods that eliminate the effect of fast relaxation of the pas-
sive spin [14,5], or simply the measurement of antiphase splittings
in resolution-enhanced COSY spectra. Very recently, we demon-
strated that for small or disordered proteins, the favorable 1HN

relaxation properties in TROSY-HSQC spectra [15] permit direct
measurement of the in-phase 3JHNHa splittings, provided that some
precautions are taken [16]. Examples of intensity-based measure-
ments, can be subdivided into methods where the transfer of HN

to Ha or Ha to HN is quantified from the ratio of the 1H–1H diagonal
and cross peak intensities, including the HNHA [4] and the related
HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH experiments [17], and those where the
intensity decay of the amide 1HN signal resulting from 3JHNHa
dephasing is fitted [18,19].

Here, we describe a new method that is most closely related to
this last group of experiments, but that compares the intensities of
signals that are and that are not subject to 3JHNHa dephasing. Dur-
ing the requisite dephasing delay, which now can be considerably
shorter than 0.5/3JHNHa, favorable TROSY relaxation interference
between the 1HN CSA and the 1HN–15N dipolar coupling [15]
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further minimizes transverse relaxation losses and makes the
experiment applicable to medium size (10–30 kDa) proteins. It
should be noted that for maximum benefit of the TROSY line-
narrowing effect in proteins, the method is often combined with
perdeuteration followed by back-exchange of the amide protons.
For measurement of 3JHNHa, such perdeuteration is clearly not an
option, and attainable line widths are broader than if TROSY detec-
tion is combined with perdeuteration.

Although, in particular for larger proteins, backbone torsion
angle restraints are nowadays most commonly derived from chem-
ical shift analysis, we note that chemical shifts depend on both /
and w torsion angles, and to a smaller but non-negligible extent
on a range of other factors, incl. H-bonding, sidechain torsion
angles, and electric fields from nearby charged atoms [20–22]. This
results in considerable uncertainty in the predicted / value, and a
(typically small) fraction of residues for which no reliable predic-
tion can be made. 3JHNHa values are solely dominated by /, and
therefore remain a valuable source of precise structural
information.
2. Experimental section

The reference and attenuated ARTSY-J spectra were recorded for
1.2-mM 15N-enriched GB3 (20 mM sodium phosphate buffer,
50 mM NaCl, pH 6.5, and 0.05% sodium azide) at 293 K in an inter-
leaved manner on a 800 MHz Bruker Avance III spectrometer run-
ning Topspin 3.1, equipped with a z-axis gradient cryogenic TCI
probe. Each experiment consists of 1024⁄ (F2, 1H, 98.3 ms) � 300⁄

(F1, 15N, 108 ms) complex data points. Spectra were recorded for
several durations of the total dephasing time, ranging from 28 to
50 ms. With an interscan delay of 1.2 s and 8 scans per FID, the
total recording time was 4 h for each pair of spectra. For data pro-
cessing, the detected dimension was apodized using 25-Hz expo-
nential line broadening in the 1H dimension. A truncated cosine
window (corresponding to a cosine function running from 0� to
86�) was applied to apodize the 15N dimension. The time domain
data were zero filled prior to Fourier transformation, to yield a final
data matrix size of 4096 (F2, 1H) � 2048 (F1, 15N) real points. All
spectra were processed and analyzed using the NMRPipe software
package [23].

The interleaved spectra for the HIV-1 protease sample (150 lM
dimer; pH 5.7, 20 mM sodium phosphate) were recorded at 298 K
on a 900 MHz Bruker Avance III, equipped with a z-axis gradient
cryogenic TCI probe. The interleaved time domain data matrix con-
sists of 2 � 1280⁄ (F2, 1H, 97.3 ms) � 175⁄ (F1, 15N, 54.3 ms) com-
plex data points, and was processed in the same way as
described above for GB3. The total dephasing time was set to
30 ms. With an interscan delay of 1.2 s and 64 scans per FID, the
total recording time for the two interleaved spectra was approxi-
mately 17 h. To estimate the 1H TROSY T2, a reference experiment
with a 12-ms dephasing time was performed with 16 scans per FID
and otherwise identical acquisition parameters. The intensity ratio
of the two reference spectra with different dephasing times was
scaled to reflect the total number of scans before extracting the
T2 values.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Description of the pulse scheme

The pulse scheme for the new method is sketched in Fig. 1. The
scheme is very similar to the ARTSY experiment, originally intro-
duced to measure 1JNH splittings, and particularly useful for mea-
surement of 1DNH residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) in medium
size proteins [24]. The new pulse sequence, named ARTSY-J, is
again very similar to the regular TROSY-HSQC experiment. How-
ever, rather than an INEPT transfer of 1HN magnetization to 15N,
ARTSY-J uses an ST2PT pulse sequence element [25,26] to transfer
magnetization from the upfield 1HN–{15N} doublet component to
the downfield 15N doublet component (between time points c
and g in Fig. 1). The ST2PT element is preceded by an INEPT mag-
netization transfer step (between time points a and b) to convert
Boltzmann 15N magnetization, Nz, into 2HzNz, where the phase
(�y) of the 15N pulse at time point b is chosen such that this term
enhances the upfield 1HN–{15N} doublet component. During the c–f
time interval of the subsequent ST2PT transfer, two band-selective
IBURP2-shaped [27] 1Ha pulses are applied either at positions
shown in scheme A (Experiment A) or B (Experiment B; Fig. 1). In
experiment B, JHNHa dephasing is effective for the full duration
from c to f, minus the durations of the two IBURP2 pulses:
sd = 2D3 + 2d = 2D1 + 2D2 + 2d, where D1, D2, D3 and d are defined
in Fig. 1. Instead, if the IBURP2 pulses are applied at positions
marked in scheme A, JHNHa dephasing is active for a time
2D1 � 2D2 + 2d. By setting D2 = D1 + d, no net JHNHa dephasing
takes place in experiment A.

Ignoring 1Ha or 1HN spin relaxation during the interval between
time points c and f, JHNHa dephasing in experiment B converts the
upfield 1H–{15N} doublet component, Iy–2IyNz, into (Iy–2IyNz)cos
(pJHNHa sd) � 2(IxHa

z � 2IxHa
zNz)sin(pJHNHa sd). Only the first of these

two terms is transferred to 15N TROSY transverse magnetization at
time point g, yielding (Nx + 2IzNx)cos(pJHNHa sd). The second term
is converted into higher order product terms by the 90�y 1H pulse
at time f, which are eliminated by the subsequent gradients as well
as the band-selective pulses applied during the final ST2PT transfer
(between time points i and j). Following gradient encoding of the
transverse 15N magnetization by gradients G7 and G8 in the standard
manner [28], and evolution for a duration t1, with an optional hard-
pulse/band-selective pulse at time point h to remove long range
1H–15N J couplings in the t1 dimension [29,16], 15N magnetization
is transferred back in the standard manner to 1HN for TROSY detec-
tion [25,26]. The final result is a regular 1H–15N TROSY-HSQC spec-
trum, but the intensity obtained in experiment B is scaled by cos
(pJHNHa sd) relative to that in experiment A. To a first approximation,
3JHNHa is then simply derived from

3JHNHa ¼ cos�1ðIB=IAÞ=ðpsdÞ ð1Þ
where IB and IA are the intensities for any given amide correlation in
the respective TROSY-HSQC spectra.

3.2. Precision of the JHNHa measurement

The precision at which 3JHNHa can be extracted from the data
depends on the experimental uncertainty in the ratio, Q = IB/IA. If
equal numbers of scans are recorded for the reference (A) and
attenuated (B) spectrum, the uncertainty in Q can be derived by
assuming identical Gaussian noise of root-mean-square (rms)
amplitude, N, in both the reference and attenuated spectra. Since
Q is the ratio of two independent measurements, error propagation
for division yields the uncertainty rQ in the value of Q:

rQ ¼ IB
IA

����
����

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N
IA

� �2

þ N
IB

� �2
s

¼ ðN=IAÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q2 þ 1

q
ð2Þ

where N/IA represents the inverse signal to noise ratio (S/N) in the
reference spectrum. In practice, the dephasing delay sd is chosen
to yield Q values in the 0.5–1 range, meaning that the uncertainty
in Q is 1.1–1.4 times higher than the inverse of the signal-to-noise
ratio in the reference spectrum. The uncertainty, e, in 3JHNHa
extracted from Eq. (1) is then given by

e ¼ rQ=½psd sinðpJHNHasdÞ� ð3Þ



Fig. 1. Pulse scheme of the ARTSY-J experiment. The pulse scheme is executed twice, once (A) as shown (reference spectrum) and once (B) with element B substituting for
element A. The total 3JHNHa dephasing time in B equals sd = 2D3 + 2d, where D3 = D1 + D2, and D1 = D2 � d. Therefore, sd equals the total duration between time points c and f,
minus the shaped 1H pulses. Pulses prior to point b serve to transfer 15N Boltzmann magnetization to 1H. The element between time points c and f is a ST2PT element that
transfers magnetization from the TROSY 1HN–{15N} doublet component to the TROSY 15N–{1HN} component. Shaped 1H pulses with phases /1 and /2 are of the IBURP2 type
[27], centered near the H2O frequency at 4.57 ppm and aimed to invert the 1Ha magnetization (2.0 ms duration for >90% 1Ha inversion over a ±1.3 ppm bandwidth at
800 MHz). The shaped/composite 180� pulse combination, just prior to time point h, is optional and can be beneficial for smaller proteins if very high 15N resolution is
required. This combination of an IBURP2 pulse (1.1-ms duration at 800 MHz, centered at 8.7 ppm) and a non-selective, composite pulse serves to invert all but 1HN at the
midpoint of t1 evolution, effectively removing long range couplings to 15N. Other shaped 1H elements are regular water-flip-back pulses, as used in the original ST2PT scheme
[25]. Narrow and wide filled bars represent non-selective 90� and 180� pulses, while the vertically hatched open bars represent 90�x–234�y–90�x composite 180� 1H inversion
pulses. The filled rectangular boxes surrounding the last 180� 1H pulse correspond to 1-ms rectangular pulses at the H2O frequency that in combination function as a
WATERGATE element [47]. All pulses are applied along x unless otherwise indicated. Durations of all shaped pulses are for a 1H frequency of 800 MHz and should be scaled
inversely relative to this frequency if applied at higher or lower magnetic fields. Delay durations: d = 2.66 ms; e = 235 ls; f = 2.35 ms ls; s � 2.3 ms (somewhat shorter than
1/(41JNH) to minimize the 15N anti-TROSY component [26]). Phase cycling: /1 = x, x, �x, �x; /2 = 4x, 4(�x); /3 = x, y; /4 = y; /5 = y (or –y if the band-selective decoupling
element at time h is not used) /6 = y; /rec = x, �x. To obtain the second FID for the echo-antiecho quadrature detection, the /4, /5, and /6 phases together with encoding
gradients G7 and G8 need to be inverted in the regular manner [28]. Gradients are sine-bell or rectangular shaped, as marked in the figure, with durations:
G1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13 = 2.46, 0.47, 0.711, 0.78, 2.46, 2.46, 1.05, 0.95, t1/4, t1/4, 0.787, 1.35, and 0.207 ms, and strengths of 1.33, 28.7, �8.4, –1.4, 4.9, 13.3, �25.9, 25.9, 0.91,
�0.91, 2.1, �32.9, and 25.9 G/cm. Note that the duration of decoding pulse G13 is empirically optimized to yield maximum signal, and can differ from its theoretical value, |cN/
cH|(|G7| + |G8|), by several microseconds due to rise and fall times of short gradient pulses.
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Note that the signal to noise ratio, and thereby 1/rQ, scales with
exp(�sd/T2), where T2 is the transverse relaxation time of the
TROSY 1H–15N doublet component. In the limit where T2 « 1/JHNHa,
e is minimized for sd � 2 T2. In practice, a somewhat shorter sd may
be chosen to reduce the effect of 1H–1H cross relaxation which, as
discussed below, can lead to an underestimate of the true JHNHa
value [30,19]. We prefer to use sd values in the 30–50 ms range
for proteins with rotational correlation times in the 15–5 ns range,
for which the ARTSY-J experiment appears the method of choice in
our hands. The uncertainty in the extracted JHNHa value scales
approximately inversely with its size, but assuming a typical S/N
ratio of 50:1 in the reference spectrum the precision of the mea-
surement remains more than adequate for all but the smallest cou-
plings (Fig. 2). Even though the spectral S/N, and thereby the
extracted precision of JHNHa, is adversely impacted by factors that
increase 1HN transverse relaxation, e.g. solvent exchange, confor-
mational exchange, or external relaxation agents, they attenuate
the reference and dephased spectra by the same factor, and to a
very good approximation do not cause any systematic error in
the extracted coupling value.

3.3. Systematic errors from pulse imperfections

In practice, the IA(sd)/IB(sd) intensity ratio can also be affected
by systematic errors, and the pulse scheme therefore has been
designed to keep such errors at a minimum. First, schemes A and
B have been constructed such as to contain the same number
and types of pulses, such that effects of imperfections of these
pulses to first order cancel when considering the ratio of IA and
IB. Second, the non-selective 180� refocusing pulses applied during
the 3JHNHa dephasing period are of the 90�x–234�y–90�x type, such
as to be minimally sensitive to both radiofrequency inhomogeneity
and offset effects [31]. Whereas incomplete inversion of the 1HN
spin by either of these pulses simply attenuates the observed mag-
netization by equal fractions in schemes A and B, incomplete inver-
sion of 1Ha in scheme B makes dephasing of the 3JHNHa evolution
incomplete at time point f, where it is effectively transferred to
15N, thereby artificially raising the intensity of IB. On the other
hand, incomplete 1Ha inversion by the two composite pulses in
scheme A will interfere with the rephasing of the 3JHNHa evolution,
causing the reference intensity to be too low. The net effect is a
small, systematic underestimate in the 3JHNHa value obtained from
Eq. (1) by an amount that scales approximately linearly with the
size of the coupling.

Incomplete 1Ha spin inversion by the band-selective IBURP2
pulses has the same effect as mentioned above for the non-
selective pulses: incomplete dephasing for scheme B and incom-
plete rephasing for scheme A, again resulting in systematically
too high an IB/IA ratio, or systematically too small a value for
3JHNHa extracted using Eq. (1). Unlike for the non-selective 180�
pulses, the band-selective pulses are not readily compensated
for inhomogeneity of the radiofrequency field without consider-
ably lengthening their minimal duration. The latter solution
would result in sensitivity loss, and we therefore prefer to simply
correct the ratio by using an empirical correction factor (see
below).

3.4. Systematic errors from 1H–1H cross relaxation

A more insidious type of systematic error is caused by the pres-
ence of 1Ha spin flips during the dephasing time sd [30,4,19]. These
spin flips affect the signal intensities of both the reference and
attenuated spectra, but to different extents. Their effect on 3JHNHa
measurements was simulated by using Goldman’s equation [32]
to calculate the evolution of the expectation values of in-phase
(Iy) and antiphase (2IxSz) magnetization (I = HN, S = Ha) [4,19]:



Fig. 2. Random uncertainty, e, in the extracted JHNHa value. (A) Dependence of e on the duration of sd, for JHNHa values of 5 Hz (solid line) and 10 Hz (dashed line) assuming a S/
N = 50 in the reference spectrum. (B) Dependence of e on the size of JHNHa assuming a S/N = 50 in the reference spectrum and sd = 30 ms (solid line) or 50 ms (dashed line).
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dM=dt ¼ �RMðtÞ
where;

M ¼ Iy
2IxSz

� �
; R ¼ R2 pJ

�pJ R2 þ R1a

� � ð4Þ

In this equation, the cross relaxation of the 1Ha spins is
accounted for by the inclusion of the ‘‘single-spin” relaxation rate,
R1a, in the rate matrix R, R2 is the HN transverse relaxation rate, and
J is 3JHNHa. The formal solution of this equation is [33]:

MðtÞ ¼ e�RtMð0Þ ¼ AðtÞMð0Þ ð5Þ
The elements of the 2 � 2 matrix A(t) are provided in the Supporting
Information, and theM(0) vector is composed of the values of Iy and
2IxSz at the beginning of the dephasing period. Considering that the
1HN–[1Ha] de- or re-phasing process is not impacted by the non-
selective (composite) 1H 180� pulses, their presence will be ignored
in the discussion below. Then, if the total duration of the
J-dephasing and rephasing period equals sd = s1 + s2, with s1 = 2D1,
and s2 = 2D1 + 4d, and refocusing pulses are applied to the S-spins
in the middle of these s1 and s2 periods, M(sd) is given by

MðsdÞ ¼ Aðs2=2ÞEAððs1 þ s2Þ=2ÞEAðs1=2ÞMð0Þ
where;

E ¼ 1 0
0 �1

� � ð6Þ

The matrix E simulates the effect of the refocusing pulses by
inverting the sign of 2IxSz in the middle of the s1 and s2 periods.
As noted earlier, when R1a is not small, J calculated from Eq. (1)
is in error and J obtained using this equation below will be referred
to as the apparent J, Japp. Numerical simulations using Eq. (6) show
that to an excellent approximation, the true J value can be obtained
from Jtrue = cJapp where c is simply a scale factor that depends on
the product R1a sd, but is independent of Jtrue. This is shown in
Fig. 3A, which displays plots of Japp vs. Jtrue, for R1a sd from 0 to
2.4. If an estimate of R1a is available from relaxation experiments
or from protein structural information, then the measured inten-
sity ratio IB/IA can be used together with the parameters of the
pulse sequence to obtain the correct value 3JHNHa. More simply,
for nearly all practical applications, Japp, together with the follow-
ing simple empirical formula provides an accurate estimate of
3JHNHa.

3JHNHa ffi cJapp

where the scale factor c depends only upon R1asd and is given by;

c¼ð1þ0:206R1asdÞ ð7Þ
Note that, in the macromolecular limit

R1a ¼ ðl0=40pÞsc�h2c4H
Xn
i¼1

r�6
ai ð8Þ

depends linearly on the rotational correlation time, sc, and on the
number of local protons i = 1. . .n whose distance from Ha, rai is
< �5 Å. Replacing all such protons by a pseudo-spin at a distance
{Ri rai

�6}�1/6 � 1.84 Å from Ha, yields R1a � 1.47 [sc/(1 ns)] s�1. This
latter relation offers a semi-quantitative estimate of what scale fac-
tor to expect for a given protein.

The blue line in Fig. 3B compares apparent J couplings with
their true values for the case where R1a = 60 s�1 (corresponding
to a large protein with sc � 40 ns) and sd = 30 ms. Scaling of these
values by c = 1.37 (see Eq. (7)) then yields values (green line) that
fall very close to the true couplings (red line). Calculations show
that use of Eq. (7) scale factors results in errors of less than 2%
for all values of Jtrue 6 10 Hz and R1a sd < 1.2. Additional calcula-
tions show that scale factors obtained from Eq. (7) also have
errors of less than 2% for R1a sd < 1.8, provided that s2/s1 lies
in the range 0.4–2.5. Note that the use of a simple scale factor
to account for the effect of Ha spin flips is fully compatible with
the above mentioned analogous scale factor that accounts for
incomplete Ha inversion by the IBURP pulses applied during sd,
and simply requires that a c value somewhat larger than
expected based on Eq. (7) be used.

3.5. Application to Gly residues

Measurement of 3JHNHa couplings in Gly residues has received
relatively little attention to date, even though this residue type
often suffers from a dearth of structural restraints. Intensity
observed in the attenuated, dephased ARTSY-J spectrum is modu-
lated by both the 3JHNHa2 and 3JHNHa3 couplings and, for a weakly
coupled system, the intensity ratio relative to the reference spec-
trum is given by:

IB=IA ¼ cosðp3JHNHa2sdÞ cosðp3JHNHa3sdÞ ð9Þ
Although it is not possible to extract both 3JHNHa values from a

single IB/IA measurement, the intensity ratio provides tight
restraints on the / angle, assuming that the Karplus curve, previ-
ously derived for non-Gly residues, is applicable to Gly residues
too. Fig. 4A shows the expected IB/IA intensity ratio as a function
of / for four values of the dephasing delay, sd. Highest values for
the ratio are expected for / values close to 0 or p, and smallest
ratios are expected for / = ±120�, where either 3JHNHa2
(/ = +120�) or 3JHNHa3 (/ = �120�) corresponds to a trans coupling.



Fig. 3. Effect of 1H–1H cross relaxation on the JHNHa value extracted from the IB/IA ratio. (A) Plot of the apparent JHNHa value extracted from Eq. (1), Japp, versus the true JHNHa

coupling for different values of R1a, marked in units of s�1 in the panel, and sd = 30 ms, using numerical calculations based on Eq. (6). (B) A linear scaling of Japp (blue line, for
the case of sd = 30 ms, R1a = 60 s�1) by c = 1 + 0.206R1a sd yields a corrected J value (green) that falls very close to the true JHNHa (red).

Fig. 4. Predicted intensity ratios for Gly residues, ignoring cross relaxation. (A) intensity ratio as a function of the backbone torsion angle / for different durations of the total
dephasing delay, sd. (B) Predicted intensity ratios versus those observed for 12 Gly residues in HIV-1 protease (blue symbols; sd = 30 ms) and 4 Gly residues in GB3
(sd = 30 ms, black; 40 ms, green; 50 ms, red). The range of ratios predicted for six high-resolution (61.3 Å) X-ray structures of HIV-1 protease or two high-resolution (61.1 Å)
X-ray structures and two RDC-refined NMR structures (PDB entries 2OED and 2N7J) of GB3 are marked by the error bars, with the symbols corresponding to the ratios
calculated for the average of the / angles.
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In practice, strong coupling between the Ha2 and Ha3 protons can
yield a modulation pattern more complex than Eq. (9), and the
two center lines of the HN doublet of doublets then will split into
four components with different intensities, whereas the intensities
and positions of the outer lines remain unperturbed [34]. The net
result is that the modulation pattern of Eq. (9), which is dominated
by the outer multiplet components, is not visibly impacted by
strong coupling between the Ha protons for sd 6 �50 ms, permit-
ting the same analysis as for the weak coupling case.

Accounting quantitatively for the effect of 1H–1H cross relax-
ation, in practice, is somewhat more involved for Gly than for other
residue types. Cross relaxation involves the short (�1.75 Å) dis-
tance between the geminal Ha protons, but this rate to a good
approximation is only applicable for the inner components of the
HN–{Ha} doublet of doublets. Cross relaxation impacting the outer
HN–{Ha} components is strongly dependent on backbone confor-
mation, and on whether the protons are solvent-exposed or packed
in the interior. Nevertheless, just as is the case for the other residue
types, it is clear that both cross-relaxation and imperfection of the
180� IBURP pulses will skew the IB/IA ratio toward unity from the
value predicted by Eq. (9). Experimental validation will be pre-
sented below for the 16 Gly residues in the two proteins evaluated
in our study.
3.6. Results for GB3

Fig. 5A compares the 3JHNHa couplings measured with the new
ARTSY-J method, using sd = 40 ms, for the small model protein
GB3 with values recently obtained by simply measuring the
1H–1H splitting in the 1H dimension of a resolution-enhanced
1H–15N TROSY-HSQC spectrum, recorded with precautions to pre-
vent 3JHNHa dephasing during its ST2PT transfer from 15N to 1H
[16]. With a pairwise root-mean-square difference (rmsd) of
0.29 Hz and a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of RP

2 = 0.99, the
two sets of couplings are clearly in excellent agreement. Neverthe-
less, a small systematic underestimate is seen for the new values
relative to those from the direct measurement, in particular for
3JHNHa values P �7 Hz, and increased scatter is observed for the
smallest couplings. The small systematic underestimate is due in
part to the above mentioned effect of imperfection of the 180�
IBURP pulses, which causes all newly measured couplings to be
slightly too small by the same factor. Larger scatter for the smallest
values can be attributed to two effects: first, the noise-related
uncertainty in the newly measured values scales approximately
inversely with the size of the couplings and therefore is largest
for the smallest couplings (Fig. 2). Second, measurement of split-
tings from partially overlapping doublet components in the recent



Fig. 5. Comparison of JHNHa values with previous measurements for GB3. (A) Plot of the raw (unscaled) values newly measured with the ARTSY-J method (sd = 40 ms;
800 MHz) with those recently measured from simple peak picking of a highly 1H-resolved TROSY-HSQC spectrum [16]. (B) Plot of the newly measured raw JHNHa values
against those of the multiple-quantum method, that is essentially free of 1H–1H cross relaxation contamination [5]. (C) Plot of the newly measured, scaled (by a factor 1.06)
JHNHa values as a function of the intervening H–N–Ca–Ha dihedral angle, taken from the recently refined NMR structure of GB3 (PDB entry 2N7J [39]). Relative to the
previously parameterized Karplus curve [5] (solid line, A = 7.97; B = �1.26; C = 0.63 Hz), the rmsd is 0.42 Hz.
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TROSY-HSQC measurements creates larger uncertainty for the
smallest couplings.

Although the rotational diffusion of GB3 is quite rapid
(sc � 3.34 ns at 24 �C [35]), causing 1H–1H cross relaxation to be
slow, the effect is not completely negligible. Indeed, both the prior,
direct measurement of 3JHNHa splittings in the 1H dimension [16]
and the ARTSY-J values are impacted by 1H–1H cross relaxation,
but to different extents. The error introduced by cross-relaxation
in the direct measurement of 3JHNHa in the 1H dimension of the
TROSY spectrum is largest when 3JHNHa is small [30,19] (ca –0.06
and –0.03 Hz for J values of 5 and 10 Hz, respectively), whereas
for the ARTSY-J experiment the error scales approximately linearly
with the size of 3JHNHa and equals ca 3% for R1a sd � 0.15 (cf Eq. (7)).
We therefore also compare the newly measured data to those mea-
sured with a multiple-quantum method [5], based on a concept
introduced by Rexroth and Griesinger [14], which to first order
are insensitive to 1H–1H cross relaxation, but somewhat less pre-
cise due to the lower sensitivity of that method. As can be seen,
the newly measured data are systematically slightly smaller than
those obtained from the multiple quantum method (Fig. 5B), by
ca 0.55 Hz when only considering J values greater than 8 Hz, only
2% larger than the ca 4% expected based on Eq. (7). This result
therefore indicates that the effect of pulse imperfection is very

small (ca 2%) under the conditions that the experiment was
recorded. We note, however, that without careful calibration of
the IBURP2 pulses, used during the sd period, this fractional error
can become considerably larger.

For the smallest 3JHNHa values, agreement of the new data is
better with the multiple-quantum measurements than with those
from direct measurement of the splitting. Presumably, this obser-
vation reflects difficulties in adequately resolving the smallest
splittings in the TROSY-HSQC spectrum [16], and validates the util-
ity of the ARTSY-J method also for the accurate measurement of
quite small couplings.
There are four Gly residues in GB3, with two of these (G9 and
G38) located in well ordered regions of the structure, and two
other residues (G14 and G41) subject to elevated backbone dynam-
ics [35,36]. The / angles of G9 and G38 of two high-resolution
X-ray structures (PDB entries 1IGD and 2IGD [37]) agree to within
a few degrees with those of RDC-refined NMR structures (2OED
[38] and 2N7J [39]), and the experimental IB/IA intensity ratios
observed for these two residues deviates less from unity than pre-
dicted, by a factor that increases for larger sd values (Fig. 4B), as
expected based on Eq. (7). For G14 and G41, torsion angles span
a 35� and 45� range across the four available structures, resulting
in a wide range of predicted IB/IA intensity ratios (Fig. 4B), with
the observed ratios falling closest to those in the most recent
2N7J structure [39].

3.7. Results for HIV-1 Protease

We also applied the ARTSY-J method to the HIV-1 protease
homodimer (2 � 99 residues, 22 kDa), a protein in the size range
where the 3JHNHa splittings cannot be resolved in a regular
1H–15N TROSY-HSQC spectrum. This protein has previously been
studied extensively by NMR spectroscopy, both in terms of its
structure and dynamic properties [40–42]. With a rotational corre-
lation time of ca 11 ns at 25 �C [43] it represents the type of protein
for which the new method is intended.

An estimate for the transverse relaxation rate of the 1HN TROSY
signals can be obtained by recording the reference experiment
(Scheme A) of Fig. 1 for two different durations of sd, yielding a
substantial width for the distribution of these values:
24.6 ± 4.8 ms (Fig. 6). As discussed above, in the limit of fast trans-
verse relaxation, optimal precision for the extracted 3JHNHa values
is obtained for a dephasing time sd � 2T2. However, near this opti-
mal sd, the precision is not very sensitive to its value, and a some-
what shorter-than-average < 2T2 > duration is used (sd = 30 ms),



Fig. 6. 1HN transverse relaxation times, T2,TROSY, of the TROSY 1H–{15N} doublet
component in HIV-1 protease, as a function of residue number. The T2,TROSY values
were obtained from the intensity ratio of two spectra, recorded with the reference
scheme (A) of Fig. 1, using sd values of 12 and 30 ms.
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thereby preventing dynamic range problems that can result from
large intensity differences across the spectrum (Fig. 7), while also
reducing the effect of cross relaxation of the Ha spins (Fig. 3).
Fig. 7. Expanded small region of the reference (A) and attenuated (B) 1HN–15N ARTSY-J sp
298 K). The spectra result from an interleaved acquisition of 2 � 350⁄ � 1280⁄ data matric
is ca 120:1.

Fig. 8. Measurement of JHNHa values for HIV-1 protease. (A) Plot of the predicted IB/IA rati
(900 MHz; sd = 30 ms). (B) Comparison of the experimentally derived JHNHa values, after
the same Karplus parameters as for Fig. 5. Values for h, used in the Karplus equation, corre
structures (PDB entries 2IDW, 2NMZ, 2NNK, 2NNP, 3BVA, 3BVB), for which the HN positio
and Karplus-predicted values is 0.64 Hz.
Comparison of the IB/IA ratios derived for 68 non-Gly/Pro resi-
dues in the protease against the values of cos(pJHNHa sd), using /
angles taken from six X-ray structures, shows that the experimen-
tal ratios on average again fall somewhat closer to unity than pre-
dicted by the Karplus-derived JHNHa values (Fig. 8A). Converting the
experimental ratios into JHNHa values shows that measured values
are systematically smaller by ca 12% and use of a uniform scale fac-
tor of c = 1.13 brings these values very close (rmsd 0.70 Hz) to
those predicted by the Karplus curves for a set of six high-

resolution (61.3 Å) X-ray structures, to which hydrogens were
added by MOLMOL [44]. A small improvement in the fit is obtained
when refining the HN positions by using recently reported RDCs
[45], while keeping all other atom positions frozen (rmsd
0.64 Hz; Fig. 8B). Note that the scale factor that yields best agree-
ment to the Karplus curve (c = 1.13) is again slightly larger than
predicted by Eq. (7) (c = 1.10), with the difference attributed to
the imperfections of the IBURP pulses.

There are 12 Gly residues in the HIV-1 protease, with 4 of them
located in the flexible flap region and several others also showing
rather divergent / angles in the X-ray structures. For most residues
in the well ordered parts of the protein, the predicted IB/IA ratios
differ somewhat more from unity than observed experimentally
ectra of HIV-1 protease, recorded at 900 MHz (150 lM dimer concentration; pH 5.7;
es, for a total measurement time of 17 h. The average S/N in the reference spectrum

os, cos(pJHNHasd), for 68 non-Gly/Pro residues, against ratios measured with ARTSY-J
scaling by a factor 1.13, with those predicted by RDC-refined X-ray structures, using
spond to the average taken over the two chains of six high-resolution (61.3 Å) X-ray
ns were refined by using previously reported RDCs [45]. The rmsd between observed
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(blue symbols in Fig. 4B), but nevertheless these ratios are directly
useful in restricting the possible range of / angles. For example,
ratios close to unity, observed for G73 and G78, are consistent with
/ angles near 180� for these two residues, seen in the X-ray
structures.
4. Concluding remarks

Although there are numerous methods available for the mea-
surement of 3JHNHa, each of these has its own advantages and dis-
advantages. The effect of 1H–1H cross relaxation is manifest in all of
these methods, but greatly attenuated in the multiple quantum
method of Rexroth and Griesinger [14]. However, this latter
method requires a three-dimensional spectrum that records zero-
and double-quantum frequencies and involves 13Ca evolution,
which has adverse sensitivity consequences for all but the smallest
proteins [5]. Our ARTSY-J method is sensitive to 1H–1H cross relax-
ation but its impact can be kept small by using a relatively short
duration for the J-dephasing time, sd. Remarkably, while in direct
measurements of 3JHNHa from a 1D 1H NMR spectrum the effect
of cross relaxation on the measured splittings scales very non-
linearly with the size of the coupling, with the effects being largest
for small couplings, ARTSY-J yields a linear down scaling by a mod-
est, nearly uniform factor. In practice, we find sd � 30 ms to be a
reasonable compromise between optimal sensitivity of the method
and minimizing the effect of cross-relaxation, resulting in a down-
scaling of the apparent coupling by not more than ca 10% for a pro-
tein with a rotational correlation time of �10 ns. The statistical
uncertainty in the extracted 3JHNHa scales approximately inversely
with the size of the coupling, and for this sd value a S/N of 50:1 in
the reference spectrum corresponds to a random error of only
0.3 Hz for a 10 Hz 3JHNHa coupling.

Although the systematic underestimate that can result from
pulse miscalibration or radiofrequency field inhomogeneity also
leads to a systematic underestimate of the measured J values,
when testing this effect for the small GB3 protein on three different
spectrometers, ranging in frequency from 600 to 900 MHz, it was
found to be very small (63%). Both this protein-size-independent
error, and the protein-size-dependent cross relaxation induced
error, scale approximately linearly with the size of 3JHNHa. For
HIV protease (sc � 11 ns), the combined effects resulted in an
underestimate of 12% of the true 3JHNHa coupling, as judged by
comparison with values predicted on the basis of RDC-refined
X-ray structures and previously parameterized Karplus curves.

The convenience, good sensitivity, and high resolution offered
by simply obtaining the coupling from two interleaved 2D
TROSY-HSQC spectra makes the ARTSY-J method an attractive
alternative for measurement of the 3JHNHa coupling in 15N-
enriched proteins. We note that the method is not directly suitable
for measurement of 1HN–1H RDCs in weakly aligned proteins,
because the intensity modulation during the sd dephasing delay
corresponds to the product of all couplings to the amide proton
from which separate couplings cannot reliably be isolated. E.COSY
or quantitative J-correlation experiments that permit separation of
the many couplings to any given proton are more suitable for such
studies [8,9,46].
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